CALENDAR FOR 2022 PROGRAM CYCLE
A concise topical review follows, outlining a City’s, a Country’s attainable architecture of achievement, social and economic
in the quintessential modern republic. The calendar set out below, sketching our Dialogue’s 2022 programing, poses some
of the essential reflections on a new surge of productivity and a sound strengthening of the generous instincts of a
population awaiting, as we hope, an age of opportunity. Below is a capsule review of the projected series of programs for
2022.
Meanwhile Dialogue on Diversity has entered the final quarter of 2021 with no little recommitment to the cluster of
Webinar programs that it has pioneered in its navigation through the COVID-beset social and economic geography of the
last two years — for us, as for the country itself. We may view with a mixture of satisfaction tinted with shadows of
apprehension, the achievements chalked up in the social and economic geography of the most recent months. And with an
eager burst of idealism and hopeful design for this month, the year’s coda, culminating the often-treacherous footing of
the year just completed and with the usual vaulting ambition and gingerly steps, contemplating the year ahead.
If we enter these heady times to be met with the spirited challenges of crucial tasks in the offing, our best energies are
evoked. A cycle of Symposia scheduled for the months ahead is set out below, along with a few thoughtful musings on the
energies of our organization in the times and locales of its programing -- either at a single face-to-face spot on the city
map, or at the uncounted offices and living rooms of Webinar attendees that setting, both intimate and isolating, the best
of modern times.

February 23: Communications: The Uniquely Human Faculty
And its twin, the hermetically sealed opposite number, that bubble of privacy vouchsafed for each individual. The Open
Society and at once the shrine of sacrosanct inner values. May a Ruler essay to turn down the volume on the free speech of
its Subjects? May an honest national police listen to anything and all that a deft technology captures?

May 26th: A Springtime Note: A Conspectus of Women’s History
The emergence of the women, as the fellow players in the world’s business. Refugees and Migrants and their tough lot.
The subversion of generations of the youngest in the dark networks of trafficking.

August 24th: Health Care and Its Advances
The High Wire Act of Pharmaceutical Collaboration? Is the intricacy of science the Exclusive Territory of the Inventor or
should there be Free Access worldwide to all that is known ? Is Health Care, once we have survived the present contagion,
destined to be forever transformed for the better? Is Rivalry or Comradeship its best tonic?

October 20th: The New Entrepreneurial Power House
Sources of Motion and Energy in an Inventive Society. New Terms of Labor : Training as revelatory, and Varied Hours.
Home and Other Sites supplant the Factory and Office ( those laid out like a Tennis Court). Science Gains Insights.
Engineers see Uses. The Entrepreneurs Organize Resources. What will the Business Plan Look like in a New Business
World? What will the Shape and Aspect of a New Economy be Like?

December 10th: A Holiday Fair, Santa Claus Greets His Eager Subjects
Presaging the Year-ending Holidays, A Gala song fest of the Season, a Gift for each Child, a Picnic for all – again at the
International Trade Center. Our Dialogue, the Broker of Fun, The Purveyor of Conviviality the Harbinger of the special
joys of the season soon to be at hand.

